
Index

Adam of Balsham (Adam of Petit Pont)
41, 42

Aelfric 41
Aelfric Bata 41
affective piety 190–1
apert, fourteenth-century meanings 33–4
aristocratic way of life, comparison with

bourgeoiserie 26–7
artistic depictions of domesticity 14–15, 35–6
aula (hall) 23–4 see also hall

beds and bedding
bedding in nuns’ households 150–2
fashion for bed curtains and screens 136
goods brought to a marriage by the wife
168–72

relative value compared to kitchen
utensils 127–9, 131–2

Black Death
impact in York 103
impact on urban modes of living 29

Boccaccio, Giovanni, Decameron (Griselda
legend) 177, 181–2, 183

boulting-house 23–4
boundaries between plots, significance

of 76
bourgeois (burgeis) domesticity

activities in multi-room houses 21
artistic depictions 35–6
cooking food at home 28–9
establishment as a dominant urban
value 29

impact of the Black Death on 29
link with bourgeois house arrangement 28
privacy for activities within the home 28–9

bourgeois (burgeis) domesticity in material
culture

bourgeois model of investment 130
cushions 126–7, 131–4
estate associated with ‘household’ and
‘outside’ items 129–32

gentry model of investment 131

indicators of peasant and bourgeois
culture 125–32, 135–8

labour of wives 137–8
mercantile model of investment 130–1
peasant model of investment 129–30
relative value of beds and kitchen utensils
127–9, 131–2

silver spoons 126–7, 131–2, 134–5
source inventories 124–5, 139–44

bourgeois (burgeis) houses
adaptable timber-frame construction
29–30

and bourgeois identity 21
as places of work 25–6
comparison with those of the poor 27–8
conventions for organisation of space
23–4

distinctive size and style 21
flexible uses of rooms 24–5
gardens 23–4, 28–9
kitchens 28–9
link with burgeis domestic life 21, 28
places of manufacture and sale 25–7
privies 28–9
surviving inventories of property 23–5
types of rooms 23–4
see also houses, rooms in

bourgeois (burgeis) values 36
bourgeois model of investment 130
discretion 34
domestic values 28
high standards of craftsmanship 31
industriousness 30–1
pursuit of excellence 31
stability 29–30

bourgeoiserie (burgeiserie)
as members of the franchise 18–19
association with the holy family
30–1, 35–6

commercial ethic 20
comparison with aristocrats 26–7
comparison with lives of the poor 27–8
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definition of the public/private divide
31–2

definitions of 18–19
dominance after the Black Death 29
moral criticisms of outsiders 19–20
neighbour disputes over privacy 31–2,
33–4 see also privacy

privacy within the working home 34–5 see
also privacy

private activities 33
public and private behaviour 33–4
roles of women 27, 28
status of the householder 29–30
view of themselves as a group 20
way of life 26–7

bread, association with the pantry 59
bread and wine

domestic mealtime ceremonies 53, 59,
60–1

Eucharist ceremony 60–1
brew-house 23–4, 25–6
Brome manuscript (Book of Brome)

anti-feminist cipher puzzles 245–7
‘Arise Early’ 240, 254–8
contents 235–7, 239–42
culture of gendered play 242–5
desire in the household 240, 254–8
duties of the married householder 240,
254–8

early history 235–7, 239–42
evidence of a household at play 238–9
game texts 240, 241–2
Have Your Desire dice game 239, 240,
241–2, 247–54

household of John Cornwallis 235–7
structure and layout 239–42
use of games to provoke debate about
women 243–7

women readers 237–9
women’s assertion of their own desires
239, 242–5

buildings, types of 37–8
boulting-house 23–4
brew-house 23–4, 25–6
cotagium 21–2, 23
cote (hovel) 21–2
cottages 70–1
four-or-more-roomed houses 21
grain-room 23–4
gyle-house 24
hall houses 68–70, 73–4
malthouse 24
one- or two-roomed houses 21, 22–3,
70–1

rental properties (‘rents’) 119–22

shopa 21–2, 23
shops 70–1
small houses 21, 22–3, 70–1
stone houses 82–4
tenementum 21–2
timber-framed houses 68
see also urban buildings

buildings and contents descriptions
De Nominibus Utensilium (Latin

vocabulary) 41–2, 46
Gerefa lists 45–6
inventories for stock-and-land leases

42–5
inventories of property 23–5
Oratio de Utensilibus (Latin vocabulary)

41, 42
see also nuns’ medieval households

burgage plots 73–4
reasons for shape 118–19
stone houses 82–4

burgage tenure, impact of written titles to
urban land 85–7

burgeis see bourgeois
burgeiserie see bourgeoiserie
burgess status, possession of urban land by

charter 85–7
butler 47–9, 59
buttery
architectural evidence for emergence 38,

49–57
association with the butler 59
distinction from the pantry 38,

39–41
evidence for origins 46
evidence for uses 41–6
location in the late medieval domestic

plan 38, 39–41
reasons for separation of service rooms

62–3
responsibilities of the butler 47–9

camera (room where people slept) 23–4
chambers 23–5, 38, 49–57
chapel, in a burgeis house 23–4
charters see property ownership by written
charter

Chaucer, Geoffrey
family situation 29–30, 36
Legend of Good Women 245
Merchant’s Tale 229–30
Miller’s Tale 22, 24, 30, 34–5
Shipman’s Tale 25, 28
Troilus and Criseyde 133
view of the burgeiserie 19–20
Wife of Bath 216–17, 230
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Chaucer’s Griselda (The ‘Clerk’s Tale’)
adapting spirituality to lay masculinity
192–204

appeal to masculine emotion 185–7
appeal to middle-rank men 192–204
domestic politics and wider power
relationships 204–8

gender relationships 204–8
Griselda’s character and situation
194–6

host and lay male spirituality 187–92
interrogation of misogyny 204–8
lay orientation 185–7
piety 185–7, 204–8
political statement 204–8
popularity and interpretations 177–81
reader’s response to Griselda’s passivity
202–4

Walter’s flaws 196–202
Chaunce of Dice game 249–51
children

of the burgeiserie 28–9
of the poor 27–9

Church, influence on urban housing
culture 122

civic leaders, property and status, 79–82
coquina see kitchen
cotagium type of property 21–2, 23
cote (hovel) 21–2
cottages and shops 70–1
counting-house or office 23–4, 25
courtesy books, influence on mealtime

rituals 61–2
cushions, distinction of peasant and

bourgeois culture 126–7, 131–4

De Nominibus Utensilium (Latin vocabulary
for household goods) 41–2, 46

derne, fourteenth-century meanings 33
disspensa (spence), change of name to pantry

58–9
diversity of medieval society 4
Domesday Book, emergence of the burgeis

18–19
domestic plan, late medieval 37–8

architectural evidence 38, 49–57
arrangement of the chamber block 38,
49–57

changes in ideas about domestic space
57–63

endurance of the established plan 64
formal ceremony of mealtimes 53, 59,
60–1

household officials 47–9
influence of courtesy books 61–2

influence of developing domestic
ceremony 61–2

influence of humoral theory 62–3
persistence of established rules of
behaviour 64

relationship to domestic organisation
38–9

serving of bread and wine 53, 59, 60–1
see also buttery; hall; pantry; service rooms

domesticity
artistic depictions of 14–15, 35–6
contrast of home and street 15
contrast of home and work 15–17
gendered views 14–17
origins and meanings of the concept 2–3,
14–17

privacy and comfort 15–17
‘separate spheres’ model 15–17
source of bourgeois identity 14–17
see also bourgeois (burgeis) domesticity

domesticity in the late-medieval period
16–17

association with the burgeiserie 17
familiae (households) 17
multi-roomed timber-frame houses 17

domus (living room) 23–4
dormitory curtains and wall hangings, nuns’

households 149–50

Etymologie (Isidore of Seville) 41, 42
Eucharist, parallels in domestic mealtime

ceremony 60–1

familiae (households) 17
family see bourgeoiserie; children; husband;

holy family; marriage; widows’ rights to
personal goods; wives

franchise, membership of (freemen) 18 see
also bourgeoiserie

freemen (members of the franchise) 18 see
also bourgeoiserie

furniture, nuns’ households 153–4

games
anti-feminist cipher puzzles 245–7
Chaunce of Dice 249–51
Have Your Desire 239, 240, 241–2,
247–54

Ragman Roll 249–51
see also Brome manuscript (Book of
Brome)

gardens 23–4, 28–9
gentry model of investment 131
Gerefa 45–6
grain-room 23–4
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Griselda legend
adapting spirituality to lay masculinity
192–204

appeal to masculinity, piety and emotion
181–7

Boccaccio’s Decameron 177, 181–2, 183
conflict between lay male piety and
models of religiosity 187–92

Petrarch’s redaction 177, 181–5
see also Chaucer’s Griselda (The ‘Clerk’s
Tale’)

guilds, regulation of crafts 31, 34
gyle-house 24

habitus concept
open hall in urban buildings 114–15
rural and urban buildings 103–4
use of space 95–7

hall (aula) 23–4
familiarity to rural immigrants 114–15
functions in the late medieval domestic
plan 37–8

in urban domestic buildings 69–70
rural and urban counterparts 117–18

hall houses
in York 115–17
‘right-angle’ and ‘parallel’ styles 73–4
timber-framed 68–70
urban counterpart to the peasant croft
117–18

Have Your Desire dice game (Brome
manuscript) 239, 240, 241–2, 247–54

articulation of desire as an end in itself
252–4

comparisonwith courtly analogues 249–51
range of fortunes 248–9
social status and perception of women’s
sexuality 251–2

Holbein, Hans 35–6
holy family

association with burgeis domestic values
30–1, 35–6

embourgeoisement 30–1, 35–6
home

comparison of burgeis and aristocratic
conceptions 26–7

contrast with work 15–17
distinction from the outside world 15
domestic values associated with
30–1

embodiment of 33
home visits see Visitation
link with domestic life 2–3
medieval meanings and associations 1
place for work and domestic living 26–7

homli, medieval meanings 1
house plan, reflection of household

structure 103–5
household
accommodation of the various members

135–6
as a social space 232–5
familiae 17
orderly domestic regime 28
origins and meanings 2
origins of the nuclear family 28
royal households 47–9
rural households 111–12
women at play 232–5
see also bourgeois; nuns’ medieval

households; peasant household
household goods descriptions
De Nominibus Utensilium (Latin

vocabulary) 41–2, 46
Gerefa lists 45–6
inventories for stock-and-land leases 42–5
inventories of property 23–5
Oratio de Utensilibus (Latin vocabulary)

41, 42
see also beds and bedding; cushions;

nuns’ medieval households; silver
spoons

household officials, organisation of great
households 47–9

household structure, reflection in house
plan 103–5

householder
emergence of 29–30
duties of (‘Arise Early’, Brome

manuscript) 240, 254–8
hospitality and honour 61–2
John Cornwallis 235–7
meanings of ‘household’ 2, 17
property and status 82–4
protection of privacy 31–2, 33–5
responsibility to supervise the household

187–92
ritual of domestic dining 61–2
social status 29–30, 71–2
status of different social groups 79–84

houses
cotagium 21–2, 23
cote (hovel) 21–2
cottages 70–1
distinction by number of rooms 21–3
four-or-more-roomed houses 21
hall houses 68–70, 73–4, 115–18
medieval usage and meanings of ‘house’ 2
one- or two-roomed houses 21, 22–3, 70–1
rental properties (‘rents’) 119–22
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houses (cont.)
size and style of the burgeis type 21
small houses 21, 22–3, 70–1
stone houses 82–4
tenementum 21–2
timber-framed houses 17, 29–30, 68–70,
87–8

see also bourgeois (burgeis) houses;
cottages and shops; gyle-house; rural
houses; urban houses

houses, rooms in and outhouses
boulting-house 23–4
brew-house 23–4, 25–6
camera (room where people slept) 23–4
chambers 23–5, 38, 49–57
chapel 23–4
counting-house 23–4, 25
domus (living room) 23–4
grain-room 23–4
gyle-house 24
malthouse 24
office or counting-house 23–4, 25
parlour 23–5, 35
servants’ room 24
shop 25–6
storeroom 23–4
wine-cellar 23–4
workshop 25–6
see also buttery; hall; kitchen; manorial
hall; pantry; privy; service rooms;
spence

houses of the poor 22–3
distinctive urban housing type 119–22
influence of the Church 122
purpose-built rental properties 119–22

housewife, medieval meaning 3 see also
wives

humoral theory 62–3
husband

as bread winner 2–3
bequeathing goods to his widow 162–4
gifts to his wife 174–6
link with the world of work 15–17
merchant working from home 26–7
ownership of wife’s property on marriage
162–4, 168–72

role in the domestic regime 28
see also Chaucer’s Griselda (The ‘Clerk’s
Tale’)

Kempe, Margery, life of travel and the
Visitation 259–60, 269–76

kitchen (coquina) 23–4
bourgeois houses 28–9
cooking food at home 28–9

goods brought to a marriage by the wife
171–2

relative value of kitchen utensils 127–9,
131–2

landlords, loss of jurisdiction over free
tenants 85

landowner, dependency of subtenants
89–90

Langland, William (Piers Plowman) 21–2,
27–8

Abraham and marriage metaphors
211–18

Abraham as model of pious obedience
224–31

Abraham the father 219–24
contemporary ideas about marriage
209–10

the sadness of not being a bird 224–31
linens, nuns’ households 155–6
London, patterns of settlement 75
Love, Nicholas 30–1

meditations on the Visitation 259–60,
267–9, 273–4

malthouse 24
manor see urban manors
manorial hall, layout inWharramPercy 109,

110, 111
marriage

gifts between husbands and wives 174–6
goods brought by the woman 162–4,
168–72

ownership of all property by the husband
162–4

see also Chaucer’s Griselda (The ‘Clerk’s
Tale’)

marriage ideologies (Langland’s Piers
Plowman)

Abraham and marriage metaphors
211–18

Abraham as model of pious obedience
224–31

Abraham the father 219–24
contemporary ideas about marriage
209–10

the sadness of not being a bird
224–31

married women see wives
Marx, Karl 20
mercantile model of investment 130–1

Neckham, Alexander 41–2, 46
nuns, domestic imagery in literature, rituals

and visions 145–6
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nuns’ households
bedding 150–2
categories of living quarters 148
comparison with furnishings of the gentry
152, 154–5, 157–8

continuity of religious themes and images
in decoration 157

decoration of choirs, churches and
chapels 156–7

devotional elements in the domestic
setting 160–1

domestic details as devotional objects
160–1

donations of goods by benefactors
158–9

floor coverings 148–9
furnishings created by the nuns
themselves 159–60

furniture 153–4
household accounts and inventories
146–8

linens 155–6
small household items 154
utensils for eating and drinking 154–5
wall hangings and dormitory curtains
149–50

office or counting-house 23–4, 25
Oratio de Utensilibus (Latin vocabulary for

buildings and contents) 41, 42

Pantin, W.A. 93, 94
pantler 58, 59
pantry

architectural evidence for emergence 38,
49–57

association with the pantler 59
connection with bread 59
distinction from the buttery 38, 39–41
evidence for origins 46
evidence for uses 41–6
implications of name changes 58–9
location in the late-medieval domestic
plan 38, 39–41

reasons for separation of service rooms
62–3

responsibilities of the steward 47–9
paraphernalia, widow’s right to 164–8
parlour 23–5, 35, 137, 148
Pearson, Sarah 93–5, 117–18
peasant and bourgeois culture

differences in labour of wives 137–8
indicators of differences 125–32,
135–8

see also servile tenure

peasant croft, as counterpart of the urban
hall building 117–18

peasant holdings, layout in Wharram Percy
101, 105–9, 111, 240

peasant household
conservatism 113–14
migration of the young to the towns

112–13, 114–15
oversight and control by senior members

111–12, 113–14
structure and size 111–12

peasant model of investment 129–30
Petrarch, Francesco, translation of the

Griselda legend 177, 181–5
plot boundaries, significance of 76
poor people see children, of the poor; houses
of the poor

privacy
Court of Nuisance cases 31–2, 33–4
definition by burgeiserie 31–2
definition of private activities 33
development of 15–17
indicator of power and possession 34–5
lack in medieval houses 14
neighbour disputes over 31–2, 33–4
public and private behaviour 33–4
significance of plot boundaries 76
within the working home 34–5

privé, meanings 33
privy
in bourgeois houses 28–9
lack in small houses 22–3

property boundaries, evolution of 72
property ownership
link between urban and rural

development 77–8
link to social status 79–84

property ownership by written charter 84–5
dependency of subtenants 89–90
distinction from tenants at will 85–7
distinction of burgess status 85–7
emergence of timber-framed construction

87–8
rental income from subtenancies 88–9
types of property conveyed by charter 87

Ragman Roll game 249–51
religious fraternities 189–90
rental properties (‘rents’) 70–1
dependency on the landowner 89–90
distinctive urban housing type 119–22
income from 88–9

rooms see houses, rooms in and outhouses
royal households, organisation and officials

47–9
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rural development, integration with urban
development 77–9

rural household structure 111–12 see also
peasant household

rural houses, relationship to urban buildings
117–18

rural society, contrasts and similarities to
urban society 97–8

‘separate spheres’ ideology 2–3, 15–17
servants

accommodation of live-in servants 24,
135–6

as part of the household 17
place in the social hierarchy 71–2
restrictions on 71–2
roles in the household 28
young immigrants to the towns 114–15

service rooms
architectural evidence for emergence 38,
49–57

evidence for origins 46
evidence for uses 41–6
location in the late-medieval domestic
plan 38

organisation in the late-medieval
domestic plan 38, 39–41

wet/dry distinction in service rooms
62–3

servile tenure 85–7
shop, various meanings of the term 25–6
shop frontage, narrowness 118–19
shopa (workshop or retail space) 21–2, 23–4
shops and cottages 70–1
shops for subletting 87–8
silver spoons 126–7, 131–2, 134–5, 155
small houses (one or two rooms) 21, 22–3,

70–1
social hierarchy, reflection in urban

buildings 71–2, 77–8
social status, link to property ownership

79–84
space

agent in social relations 95–7
habitus concept 95–7, 103–4, 114–15
material culture as engine of social
practice 95–6, 97

spence
change of name to pantry 58–9
evidence for origins 46

St Paul’smanorial farm leases, inventories of
goods 42–5, 46

steward, responsibilities 47–9
stone houses on burgage plots 82–4
storeroom 23–4

subtenants
dependency on the landowner 89–90
in urban houses 87–8
relations with property owners 88–90

tenants at will 85–7
tenementum type of property 21–2
timber-framed houses 17

adaptable construction 29–30
emergence of 68
impact of written charters 87–8
timber-framed hall houses 68–70

town plans
burgage plots 73–4
evolution of property boundaries 72
evolution of street plans 72
hierarchy of land ownership 77
hierarchy of property ownership units
72–3

hierarchy of settlement 74
patterns of occupation 75–6
primary units of property ownership 72–3
‘right-angle’ and ‘parallel’ hall houses
73–4

secondary units of property ownership
73–4

significance of plot boundaries 76
tertiary units of property ownership 74
urban manors 72–3

urban buildings
cottages and shops 70–1
emergence of the urban style 67–8
emergence of timber-frame construction 68
fire risk in early timber houses 67–8
halls in urban domestic buildings 69–70
reflection of social hierarchies 71–2
relationship to rural houses 117–18
rented units 70–1
rot in early timber houses 67–8
small houses (one or two rooms) 70–1
timber-framed hall houses 68–70

urban burgage plot, reasons for shape
118–19

urban development, integration with rural
development 77–9

urban hall building see hall houses
urban houses

as adaptation of rural model 93–5
distinctive urban type 119–22
relations between owners and subtenants
88–90

rooms and shops for subletting 87–8
urban housing culture, influence of the

Church 122
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urban housing style, purpose-built rental
properties 119–22

urban identity
contrasts and similarities to rural society
97–8

indications in material culture 97–8
nature of housing 97–8

urban land registries 84–5
urban manors 72–3

dependence of tenants 78–9
influence of landlords on tenants 78–9
links with rural estates 77–9
owners of the larger primary units 79–82
status and influence of the owners 79–82

urban open hall see hall
urban property units, reflection of social

hierarchy of land ownership 77–8
utensils for eating and drinking, nuns’

households 154–5

Van Eyck, Jan 35
Vermeer, Jan 36
Visitation, feast of the

expressions of devotion to 260–6
Mary and Elizabeth’s meeting 259
meditations of Nicholas Love 259–60,
267–9, 273–4

spread of interest in 259–60
travels of Margery Kempe and Visitation
unofficial and popular components 266–7
Visitation offices 260–2
visual expressions of devotion 262–6

wall hangings and dormitory curtains, nuns’
households 149–50

Wharram Percy
layout of peasant holdings 101, 105–9,
111, 240

layout of the manorial hall 109, 110, 111
site location and layout 98–102

widows’ rights to personal goods
clothing 164–7
gifts and bequests to the woman 172–6
gifts given by the husband 174–6
girdles 164–7, 174–6
goods brought to a marriage by the wife
168–72

jewellery 167–8
law regarding personal property of women
162–4

paraphernalia 164–8
provisions in the husband’s testament
162–4

wedding ring 168

wills, married women 166–8, 170–1, 172
see also widows’ rights to personal goods

wine see bread and wine
wine-cellar 23–4
wives
differences in labour contribution 137–8
duties of the married householder 240,

254–8
goods brought to the marriage 168–72
husband’s ownership of property

162–4
law regarding personal property 162–4
married women’s testaments 166–8,

170–1, 172
medieval meaning of housewife 3
role in the bourgeois ideal 2–3
role in the domestic regime 28
Wife of Bath (Chaucer) 216–17, 230
women’s desires 240, 254–8
see also Chaucer’s Griselda (The ‘Clerk’s

Tale’); widows’ rights to personal goods
women
anti-feminist cipher puzzles 245–7
articulation of desire through games

252–4
assertion of their own desires 239, 242–5
games which provoke debate about 243–7
gendered views of domesticity 14–17
Have Your Desire dice game for mixed

company 239, 240, 241–2, 247–54
influence in the design of urban

homes 118
literacy 237–9
lives of the poor 27–8
Margery Kempe’s life of travel and the

Visitation 259–60, 269–76
participation in domestic play 232–5
relationship to the household 232–5
roles in burgeis household 27, 28
small houses of lone women 22–3
social status and perception of women’s

sexuality 251–2
trading restrictions 18
travel for visiting or pilgrimage 272–3
uses of various rooms in the house 24–5
see also nuns; widows’ rights to personal

goods; wives
workshop 25–6

York
Coppergate, pattern of settlement 75–6
impact of the Black Death 103
medieval history 102–3
open hall buildings 115–17
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